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Purpose: To determine the feasibility of ultra–low-dose (ULD) CT fluoroscopy for performing percutaneous CT-guided interventions in an in vivo porcine model and to compare radiation dose, spatial accuracy, and metal artifact for conventional CT versus
CT fluoroscopy.
Materials and Methods: An in vivo swine model was used (n = 4, ~50 kg) for 20 procedures guided by 246 incremental conventional

CT scans (mean, 12.5 scans per procedure). The procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
and performed by two experienced radiologists from September 7, 2017, to August 8, 2018. ULD CT fluoroscopic acquisitions
were simulated by using only two of 984 conventional CT projections to locate and reconstruct the needle, which was superimposed on a previously acquired and motion-compensated CT scan. The authors (medical physicists) compared the ULD CT fluoroscopy results to those of conventional CT for needle location, radiation dose, and metal artifacts using Deming regression and
generalized mixed models.

Results: The average distance between the needle tip reconstructed using conventional CT and ULD CT fluoroscopy was 1.06

mm. Compared with CT fluoroscopy, the estimated dose for a percutaneous procedure, including planning acquisitions, was 0.99
mSv (21% reduction) for patients (effective dose) and 0.015 µGy (97% reduction) for physicians (scattered dose in air). Metal artifacts were statistically significantly reduced (P , .001, bootstrapping), and the average registration error of the motion compensation was within 1–3 mm.

Conclusion: Ultra–low-dose CT fluoroscopy has the potential to reduce radiation exposure for intraprocedural scans to patients and
staff by a factor of approximately 500 times compared with conventional CT acquisition, while maintaining image quality without
metal artifacts.
© RSNA, 2019

TCT-guided percutaneous interventions are convenhe two imaging methods currently used during

tional CT and CT fluoroscopy. During conventional
CT procedures, radiologists make adjustments to the
position of the interventional device (needle, for the
purposes of this article) and then step out of the room
during scanning and reposition based on the CT images. This methodology is repeated until the needle
reaches the desired target (1,2). For conventional CT,
a limited z-axis scan is acquired and displayed in the
procedure suite immediately after activating a switch
or foot pedal. CT fluoroscopy was made possible by
the advent of the slip-ring helical CT scanner, and images can be acquired either continuously in near real
time or intermittently (3,4). In general, physicians remain in the room during CT fluoroscopy and use lead
aprons or portable shields.
There are several advantages of CT fluoroscopy over
conventional CT. Because of the inefficiencies inherent
in leaving the room during conventional CT after each

needle reposition, fewer incremental adjustments may
be performed. This results in more extensive “blind”
needle movements performed without imaging guidance (2). CT fluoroscopy procedures are performed
by using near real-time guidance, facilitating multiple
rapid incremental needle repositions. Therefore, CT
fluoroscopy has the potential to substantially lower
the amount of procedure time, sedation requirements,
costs, and possibly complications (5,6).
A fundamental problem with CT fluoroscopy is the
balance between detecting the needle, adequate visualization of anatomy, and keeping the radiation exposure
to patient and physician low. With CT fluoroscopy,
these are conflicting goals. For example, lessening the
radiation dose by lowering the tube current, limiting zaxis coverage, or using fewer projections can degrade image quality and obscure important anatomic structures
(7,8). Currently, CT fluoroscopy and conventional CT
images obtained during procedures are conventional axial or helical scans created by using approximately 1000
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Abbreviations
CTDIvol = volumetric CT dose index, CTNR = CT number reduction,
GMM = generalized linear mixed-effects model, MDB = metal diameter
blurring, 3D = three-dimensional, TLE = tip localization error, TRE =
target registration error, ULD = ultra low dose

Summary
Our porcine feasibility study demonstrated that a CT fluoroscopy
technique using an ultra-low radiation dose (effective patient dose
~0.0005 mSv per procedure) for percutaneous CT-guided interventions can be used to reduce radiation exposure for intraprocedural
scans by up to 500 times for patients and radiologists compared with
conventional CT fluoroscopy, while providing accurate and highquality needle guidance.

Implications for Patient Care
nn

nn

Successful clinical implementation of ultra–low-dose CT fluoroscopy for percutaneous CT-guided interventions would potentially
reduce radiation dose for intraprocedural scans for patients and
staff by up to 500 times compared with conventional CT fluoroscopy, without degrading image quality.
Ultra–low-dose CT fluoroscopy eliminates metal artifacts during
CT-guided procedures.

separate projections per rotation (9). Typical median effective doses for patients are approximately 19.7 mSv (10). For
physicians, a whole-body dose (dose equivalent at 1-cm tissue
depth) in the range of 0.007–0.048 mSv has been reported
(6). Existing techniques for dose reduction, such as limited
angle reconstruction, only provide limited dose reduction (up
to 32 times) and often produce poorer image quality and require long computation times (11).
Our study describes an ultra–low-dose (ULD) CT fluoroscopy technique. ULD CT fluoroscopy is a technique whereby
needles are detected and localized by using only two of the
available 1000 projections from a single gantry rotation, leading to potential reductions in radiation of up to 500 times to
patients and physicians compared with conventional scanning.
The reconstructed needle is then superimposed on a previously
obtained scan, which can be periodically updated to account
for motion. An additional advantage of ULD CT fluoroscopy
is the elimination of metal artifacts. The purpose of our pilot study was to test our hypotheses that the ULD CT fluoroscopic reconstruction is in concordance with manual needle
segmentation in conventional CT reconstructions, that the
metal artifacts (blurring and dropout) are reduced, and that
the motion compensation technique reduces misregistration
due to respiratory motion.

Materials and Methods
For our study, a block design was used, where multiple needle
placement procedures were performed for each animal and during each procedure multiple needle positions were measured. A
within-subjects design was used where both conventional CT
and ULD CT fluoroscopic reconstructions were performed for
each needle position. The procedures were approved by our Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. No financial support from industry was provided for our study. The evaluated
algorithms are property of LiteRay Medical, Madison, Wiscon242

sin. Nonemployee authors had control over the inclusion of
data (Y.L., imaging scientist with 6 years of experience).
Animals
All animal care and procedures were approved by our Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Four female
domestic swine, each with an approximate weight of 50 kg,
were used in our study between September 7, 2017, and August 8, 2018. Subjects were prepared with an intramuscular
administration of 7 mg/kg of tiletamine hydrochloride and
zolazepam hydrochloride (Xyla-Ject; Phoenix Pharmaceutical, Burlingame, Calif ) and 0.05 mg/kg atropine (Phoenix
Pharmaceutical); subjects were then intubated and anesthesia was maintained with 2% inhaled isoflurane (Halocarbon
Laboratories, River Edge, NJ). After all image acquisitions
were completed, animals were euthanized with intravenous
pentobarbital and phenytoin sodium (Beuthanasia-D; Schering-Plough, Kenilworth, NJ).
CT Scanning and Data Acquisition
In conventional CT scanning, the gantry (x-ray source and
detector) is rotated around the patient and continuously acquires projection images from different angles (raw projection data). Based on these projections, a three-dimensional
(3D) volume (image data) can be reconstructed by using algorithms such as filtered back projection. ULD CT fluoroscopy requires access to proprietary raw projection data (not
image data) and therefore cannot currently be implemented
prospectively for real-time guidance due to manufacturer restrictions. Therefore, for our study we prospectively placed
needles by using conventional CT guidance and then retrospectively reconstructed ULD CT fluoroscopic images by
using raw projection data from the conventional CT acquisitions to demonstrate the feasibility and image quality of the
technique. We then compared the resultant needle position,
radiation dose, and metal artifacts of ULD CT fluoroscopy
versus conventional CT.
Noncontrast material–enhanced imaging was performed
with a 64-section CT scanner (HD 750; GE Healthcare,
Waukesha, Wis) with 4-cm axial coverage centered on a preselected target location. In each gantry rotation, 984 projection images were acquired. Needles (17 g Chiba) were placed
percutaneously in two animals, targeting four different anatomic sites (lung, liver, kidney, and spleen), for a total of 20
needle procedures (Table 1). To simulate a typical percutaneous CT-guided needle procedure, a total of 246 incremental
scans were used to guide the needle to the target (mean, 12.5
incremental scans per procedure; range, 11–15). Lung acquisitions were performed at tube currents of 10 mA and 100 mA
(volumetric CT dose index [CTDIvol], 0.4 mGy/4.0 mGy),
while all other sites were imaged at tube currents of 20 mA and
200 mA (CTDIvol, 0.8 mGy/8.0 mGy). All acquisitions used
a 0.5-second rotation time and a tube voltage of 120 kV. The
low-dose acquisitions (10 mA, 20 mA) were used for ULD CT
fluoroscopic reconstruction, while the 100-mA and 200-mA
acquisitions were used as the reference standard for the true
position of the needle. A breath hold at end expiration was
radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 291: Number 1—April 2019
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Table 1: List of Needle Placement Sequences Acquired in Animal Study

Sequence
No.

Pig
No.

Anatomic Site

No. of
Acquisitions*

Tube Current
(mA)†

Respiratory State

Section
Thickness (mm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

Liver
Kidney
Spleen
Lung
Liver
Liver
Lung
Liver (right)
Spleen
Kidney (right)
Kidney (left)
Liver (left)
Lung (right)
Lung (left)
Liver
Spleen
Kidney (right)
Kidney (left)
Lung (left)
Lung (right)

12
12
11
12
11
11
11
14
15
14
13
13
13
14
12
12
11
12
11
12

20, 200
20, 200
20, 200
10, 100
20, 200
20, 200
10, 100
20, 200
20, 200
20, 200
20, 200
20, 200
10, 100
10, 100
20, 200
20, 200
20, 200
20, 200
10, 100
10, 100

End expiration
End expiration
End expiration
End expiration
End expiration
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random

0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625

Note.—Sequences with respiratory state “end expiration” were all acquired at a similar phase. Random
phases were used in all sequences for pigs 2–4, except for the first sequence for pig 2.
* Number of intraprocedural acquisitions for each needle placement step.
†
Low-dose acquisitions (10 mA, 20 mA) were used for ULD CT fluoroscopic reconstruction, while the
100-mA and 200-mA acquisitions were used as the reference standard for the true position of the needle.

used for all acquisitions in the first pig. In all other animals,
breath holds at random respiratory states were performed for
each revolution to investigate the influence of respiratory motion. An additional end-inspiration acquisition was performed
in these pigs prior to needle insertion for the motion compensation technique. The needle placements were performed by
two radiologists (F.L., L.H.) with 32 and 25 years of experience
for CT-guided procedures in humans. The raw projection data
were extracted by Y.L.
ULD CT Fluoroscopic Reconstruction
The raw projection data were extracted retrospectively from the
low-dose axial CT scans and two projections were selected at
245°/45° with respect to the planned trajectory to perform the
ULD CT fluoroscopic reconstruction (LiteRay Medical). The
angles of the projections were chosen to decrease the likelihood
of projecting the needle onto a single point in any projection,
but are not critical and might vary slightly between acquisitions. The needle reconstruction was performed by automatically segmenting the needle in each of the two-dimensional
projection images. This can be done by using the high attenuation of the metal needle, which creates a high-contrast structure in the projection images. For each point along the needle
in the first projection image, the corresponding 3D coordinates
can be determined by selecting the same point in the second
projection and back-projecting both points into volume space.
Radiology: Volume 291: Number 1—April 2019 n radiology.rsna.org

The intersection of the
two projection rays represents the 3D location of
the point. This procedure
was performed for all device points to determine
the position, orientation,
and shape of the needle.
The reconstructed needle
was then superimposed
on the target volume. A
proprietary motion-compensation technique based
on a respiratory motionmodel (LiteRay Medical)
was used to estimate the
deformation of the target
volume. The deformation
was then applied to the target volume prior to superimposing the needle. An
overview of the proposed
technique is shown in Figure 1. The techniques were
implemented in MATLAB 2018 (MathWorks,
Natick, Mass). The reconstruction was performed
by an imaging scientist
(M.W.) with 10 years of
research experience.

Quantitative Evaluation
Radiation dose.—Patient dose was reported in units of effective dose (millisieverts), and physician dose in units of absorbed dose to air (milligrays). Ideally, both dose values would
be reported in units of effective dose, but our community
lacks a methodology to readily calculate physician effective dose from scattered dose estimates. Effective radiation
dose estimates were obtained by using the impactCT dose
calculator (www.impactscan.org) assuming a GE Healthcare
64-channel VCT scanner model (GE Medical, Waukesha,
Wis). The amount of scatter received by the physician was
calculated by using vendor-provided scatter tables derived
from measurements from a 32-cm CT dose index phantom
(12). One planning CT and 12 incremental procedural scans
centered on the liver were assumed for the dose calculations.
The acquisition parameters for all scans are listed in Table
2. The physician was assumed to be monitoring from the
control room (3 m from the scanner bore, a typical workload, and a target overall maximal radiation dose exposure of
0.02 mGy per week was assumed corresponding to 1/16th
inch of lead) during all conventional CT and planning CT
acquisitions (13). For procedural CT fluoroscopy and ULD
CT fluoroscopic acquisitions, the physician was assumed to
be 1 m from the scan plane and wearing a lead apron (90%
243
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the proposed ultra–low-dose CT fluoroscopy (ULD-CTF) reconstruction. The needle is reconstructed from only two
projection images. The result is then combined with a previously acquired planning CT, after applying a respiratory motion correction technique.
3D = three-dimensional.
Table 2: Acquisition Parameters for Dose Calculations

Acquisition

Type

Physician Distance Peak Voltage Tube Current Gantry Rotation Detector
from Scan Plane (kV)
(mA)
Time (sec)
Collimation (cm) Pitch

Planning CT
Conventional CT
CT fluoroscopy
Ultra–low-dose
CT fluoroscopy

Helical
Helical
Axial
Axial

Outside the room
Outside the room
1m
1m

120
120
120
120

100
10
10
10

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

4
4
4
4

Range CTDIvol
(cm) (mGy)

0.984:1 10
0.984:1 10
0
4
0
4

4.80
0.48
0.50
0.50

Note.—CTDIvol = volumetric CT dose index.

dose reduction) (14). It was assumed that the patient dose
for the ULD CT fluoroscopy technique can be reduced by a
value of 2/N, with N being the number of views used in one
rotation (984 views in this case). The dose calculations were
performed by a board-certified medical physicist (T.S.) with
10 years of experience.
Needle reconstruction.—The reference standard for the needle tip position was manually annotated in the full-dose conventional CT reconstructions. The difference between ULD
CT fluoroscopy and conventional CT needle tip reconstruction was termed tip localization error (TLE) and was calculated
by using TLE = pˆ − p2 , where p̂ and p represent the reconstructed and reference needle tip, respectively. The quantitative
analysis of the results was performed by M.W.
Metal artifact.—The metal artifacts were quantified by using the CT number reduction (CTNR), as well as the metal
diameter blurring (MDB) (15). The CTNR was measured in
a 1 3 1 3 1 cm region of interest peripheral to the needle
tip, where hypodense streaks are commonly observed extending from the needle tip due to beam hardening (16). The size
of the region of interest was chosen to include the complete
cross-sectional area of the needle including artifacts in the
CT volume. The CTNR was calculated by the average difference of the CT numbers in the conventional CT or ULD CT
244

fluoroscopy volume compared with the average CT number
in the organ. Additionally, the needle width is often overestimated in conventional CT due to blooming artifacts. For our
study, the MDB was calculated from image data by measuring the width of the needle profile at 50% of the maximum
and comparing it to the true outer diameter of the actual
needle (1.63 mm) (15). The quantitative analysis of the results was performed by M.W.
Motion compensation.—The motion compensation technique was evaluated based on the target registration error (TRE) and was calculated for all needle placement sequences where random respiratory states were used (17).
A 3D-3D deformable registration between target volume
and conventional CT was performed by using the MATLAB function “imregdemons” to generate a reference of the
true motion. Ten points of interest were semiautomatically
selected for each sequence along organ boundaries, blood
vessels, and airways. An initial point was manually selected
and then optimized within a 5 3 5 mm region (in plane)
to maximize the local gradient. This enables a more accurate tracking of the point of interest during the reference
registration. The TRE was then determined by calculating
the Euclidean distance between the estimated and reference
positions of all points of interest. The quantitative analysis
of the results was performed by M.W.
radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 291: Number 1—April 2019
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were performed by using MATLAB 2018a (Mathworks) and
Statistical analyses.—To test concordance with the conassuming a significance level of P less than .05. The statistical
ventional CT reconstructions, Deming regression was peranalysis was performed by M.W.
formed comparing the reconstructed needle tip positions for
conventional CT and ULD CT fluoroscopy. Student t tests
Results
were performed to test whether the intercept and slope were
statistically significantly different from 0 and 1, respectively.
Radiation Dose
Generalized linear mixed-effects models (GMMs) were used
The total radiation dose for a given procedure was calcuto analyze TLE, CTNR, MDB, and TRE for each organ. The
lated by adding doses from the planning and intraprocelognormal distribution was used to model TLE and MDB due
dural scans (Table 3). Thus, the effective radiation dose
to the asymmetric distribution of the measurements. CTNR
to patients for procedures guided by conventional CT,
was modeled by using Poisson distribution, and TRE by usCT fluoroscopy, and ULD CT fluoroscopy decreased from 2.18
ing the normal distribution. The GMMs assumed a fixed efto 1.25 and 0.99 mSv, respectively, a 55% reduction with ULD
fect for the anatomic site (organ) and method (ULD or conCT fluoroscopy versus conventional CT and a 21% reduction
ventional CT) and random effects for the animal, physician,
and sequence. To account
for paired observations in
Table 3: Comparison of Estimated Patient and Physician Dose for Conventional CT, CT
the CTNR, MDB, and
Fluoroscopy, and Ultra–Low-dose CT Fluoroscopy
TRE measurements, an
Interventional Scan Modes
additional random variable identifying the paired
Planning Mode:
CT
ULD CT
observations was added.
Type of Dose
Conventional CT Conventional CT Fluoroscopy Fluoroscopy
Parametric bootstrapping
Patient effective dose (mSv)
0.9900
1.1880
0.2640
0.0005
(10 000 iterations) was
0.0171
0.4457
0.0009
Physician scattered dose* (mGy) 0.0142
used to estimate 95% con* This is the scattered absorbed dose 1 m from the floor (chest level), assuming the physician is wearing a
fidence intervals and P vallead apron (CT fluoroscopy and ultra–low-dose [ULD] CT fluoroscopy) or is outside the room (convenues. All statistical analyses
tional CT).

Table 4: Results of Statistical Analysis Using Deming Regression and Generalized Linear Mixed-Effects Models

Liver

Kidney
P
Value† Slope/Intercept*

Parameter

Slope/Intercept*

Intercept (X) (mm)

0.15 (20.03, 0.32) .16

Intercept (Y) (mm)

20.25 (20.51,
0.00)
0.07 (20.04, 0.17)
1.00 (1.00, 1.00)
1.00 (0.99, 1.00)
1.00 (0.99, 1.01)
0.99 (0.86, 1.15)
1.59 (1.48, 1.70)

Intercept (Z) (mm)
Slope (X)
Slope (Y)
Slope (Z)
TLE (mm)
MDB (ULD CT
fluoroscopy) (mm)
MDB (conventional
CT) (mm)
CTNR (ULD CT
fluoroscopy) (HU)
CTNR (conventional
CT) (HU)
TRE (no MC) (mm)
TRE (MC) (mm)

Spleen

Lung

P
Value† Slope/Intercept*

P
Value† Slope/Intercept*

P
Value†

.90

0.18 (20.1, 0.38)

.12

.57

.11
.13
.11
.57
.16
…
…

0.05 (20.12, 0.22) .59

.28
.18
.45
.98
…
…

20.08 (20.36,
0.20)
0.12 (20.01, 0.25)
1.00 (1.00, 1.00)
0.99 (0.98, 1.00)
0.98 (0.97, 1.00)
0.90 (0.78, 1.05)
1.61 (1.50, 1.72)

.13
.72
.13
.13
…
…

20.03 (20.44,
0.38)
20.12 (20.49,
0.24)
0.17 (20.01, 0.34)
1.00 (0.99, 1.00)
1.00 (0.99, 1.01)
1.00 (0.97, 1.03)
1.13 (0.95, 1.34)
1.68 (1.56, 1.81)

2.76 (2.58, 2.94)

…

2.80 (2.62, 2.99)

…

2.93 (2.73, 3.14)

…

2.81 (2.66, 2.97)

…

1.03 (0.56, 1.73)

…

1.30 (0.73, 2.21)

…

1.35 (0.74, 2.32)

…

1.26 (0.74, 2.04)

…

32.3 (18.0, 54.0)

…

41.0 (23.1, 69.0)

…

42.5 (23.5, 72.6)

…

39.8 (23.5, 63.4)

…

3.12 (2.00, 4.91)
1.50 (0.96, 2.36)

…
…

2.01 (1.22, 3.33)
0.97 (0.59, 1.60)

…
…

2.54 (1.58, 4.10)
1.22 (0.76, 1.97)

…
…

6.65 (3.88, 11.33)
3.20 (1.87, 5.44)

…
…

.10

.60

.19
.35
.97
.93
…
…

20.21 (20.42,
0.01)
0.11 (20.01, 0.22)
1.00 (0.99, 1.00)
1.00 (1.00, 1.01)
0.99 (0.97, 1.00)
0.98 (0.91, 1.05)
1.62 (1.52, 1.71)

Note.–Intercept and slope values for the needle tip position were calculated by using Deming regression. CTNR = CT number reduction
difference, MC = motion compensation, MDB = metal diameter blurring, TLE = tip localization error, TRE = target registration error,
ULD = ultra low dose.
* Data in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals.
†
P value for the null hypothesis that the value is 0/1 for intercept and slope, respectively.
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Figure 2: Deming regression plots for the reference needle tip positions (reference pos.) and the needle tip positions from the ultra–low-dose CT
fluoroscopic reconstruction (ULD-CTF pos.). For each anatomic site (liver, kidney, spleen, and lung) where acquisitions were performed, separate
plots are shown for x-, y-, and z-coordinates of the tip position. The red points represent the measured results and the black dashed line represents
the results of the Deming regression.

with ULD CT fluoroscopy versus CT fluoroscopy. For physicians, the scattered absorbed dose 1 m from the floor for CT
fluoroscopy–, conventional CT–, and ULD CT fluoroscopy–
guided procedures was estimated as 0.46, 0.03, and 0.015 mGy,
respectively, a 97% or 303 reduction between CT fluoroscopy
and ULD CT fluoroscopy. If only intraprocedural scans are considered, the estimated dose reduction was 492 times for both
patients and radiologists.
Needle Reconstruction
Out of the total of 246 acquisitions, 28 had to be excluded from
the analysis, either because the needle tip was outside of the field
of view (22 times) or because motion occurred during the conventional CT acquisition (six times) and no accurate reference could
be established. The intercepts estimated by the Deming regression
for the x-, y-, and z-coordinates of the needle tip comparing the
ULD CT fluoroscopy and conventional CT results ranged from
20.25 mm to 0.18 mm, and the respective slopes were between
0.98 and 1.00. The intercepts and slopes were not statistically significantly different from 0 and 1, respectively (P . .1, t-test), and
246

the 95% confidence intervals included 0 and 1 for all organs. The
detailed results of the Deming regression are shown in Table 4 and
Deming regression plots containing the measured points along
with the regression results are shown in Figure 2. The average TLE
estimated by the GMM analysis was 1.06 mm. The intercept was
not statistically significantly different from 0 (P = .54, parametric
bootstrapping). The mean TLEs for the individual organs ranged
from 0.90 mm (kidney) to 1.13 mm (spleen). Detailed results of
the GMM analysis are shown in Table 4. A visual comparison between the proposed ULD CT fluoroscopy and the conventional
full-dose reconstruction is shown in Figure 3 for a sequence in the
liver. Cut planes along the needle are shown for both the ULD CT
fluoroscopic and full-dose reconstructions.
Metal Artifact
The needle blurring (MDB) in the ULD CT fluoroscopic reconstructions was within 3% of the true needle width (1.63 mm),
while for conventional CT it ranged from 70% (liver) to 80%
(spleen), corresponding to needle diameters of 2.76 mm and 2.93
mm, respectively. The fixed effect for the method was statistically
radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 291: Number 1—April 2019
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Figure 3: Comparison of (first row) conventional CT reconstructions (noncontrast material–enhanced) from 984 projection images versus (second row) ultra–low-dose (ULD) CT fluoroscopic (ULD-CTF) reconstruction from two projection images with virtual target in red shown as an axial cut
plane along the needle. Images from different time frames are shown from left to right. Note the high degree of concordance of needle position
between techniques as well as lack of metal artifact with ULD CT fluoroscopy.

less than 2 HU for all organs.
The intercept was also statistically
significantly different (P , .001,
T test). Detailed results of the
GMM analysis grouped by anatomic site are shown in Table 4.

Figure 4: Liver and lung study (noncontrast material–enhanced) with different respiratory states shown
as axial sections. Overlay of current frame with target volume (left) without motion compensation and
(right) with motion compensation. Magenta and green areas denote misregistrations, where magenta
represents the full-dose reconstruction of the current volume and green represents the target volume with or
without motion compensation.

significantly different from 0 (P , .001, parametric bootstrapping). The dropout artifact (CTNR) in conventional CT ranged
32.3–42.5 HU, while for ULD CT fluoroscopy the CTNR was
Radiology: Volume 291: Number 1—April 2019 n radiology.rsna.org

Motion Compensation
The largest reduction in TRE
was observed in the lung (6.65
mm without motion compensation vs 3.20 mm with motion compensation). In general,
the average TRE with motion
compensation ranged from
0.97 mm (kidney) to 3.20 mm
(lung). Without motion compensation, the TRE was between
2.01 mm (kidney) and 6.65
mm (lung). The fixed effect for
the method was statistically significantly different from 0 (2.08
mm, P , .001, parametric
bootstrapping). Detailed results
of the GMM analysis grouped
by anatomic site are shown in
Table 4. A visual comparison between the full-dose reconstructions and the target volume with
and without motion compensation is shown in Figure 4.

Discussion

In our study, the feasibility of a method for performing needle
localization during CT fluoroscopy using only two projection
images was evaluated in a porcine model. The presented dose
247
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calculations showed that this technique has the potential to reduce the applied radiation dose during CT-guided procedures
by up to 500 times for intraprocedural scans. When taking
planning scans, shielding, and relative location in the procedure room into account, the overall reductions in radiation
exposure to patients and physicians were on the order of 21%
and 97%, respectively. The TLE was approximately 1 mm,
which compares favorably to conventional CT or CT fluoroscopy where the accuracy is usually limited by section thickness
(usually between 1.25 mm and 5 mm). The ULD CT fluoroscopy technique used in our study inherently avoids metal
artifacts as measured by both needle-width blurring (70% reduction) and dropout artifacts (32 HU to 43 HU reduction).
The lack of artifacts is due to the analytical reconstruction of
the needle, which reconstructs location and shape but not the
signal level of the needle. The attenuation of the surrounding
tissue is gathered from the planning CT and is not affected by
the needle. Deformations of the anatomy due to respiratory
motion were compensated by our model-based motion compensation technique. Our results demonstrate a registration error on the order of 1–3 mm.
Different approaches exist to address dose reduction for
conventional CT, percutaneous needle guidance, metal artifact
reduction, and motion compensation. Dose-reduction techniques in clinical settings, such as reducing z-axis coverage, the
number of scans, or the tube current, are commonly associated with important trade-offs, including longer incremental
“blind” needle advancements, greater risk that the needle will
be out of the imaging plane, and reduced image quality (18).
Compressed sensing approaches for undersampled projection
data have reported dose-reduction factors of 323 (for procedural scans only) (11) but are computationally expensive and
dose reductions are still an order of magnitude lower than potentially possible with the ULD CT fluoroscopy technique.
Alternatively, electromagnetic (19–22), optical (23,24), and
image-fusion needle-tracking methods exist, some of which
are currently available for clinical use. The major disadvantages of these techniques are lack of true real-time imaging,
requirement for additional image-fusion hardware and/or software, and a need for proprietary needles or an unobstructed
line of sight for optical devices. Additionally, these techniques
are usually not able to reconstruct the curvature of the needle.
Image-based device tracking has also been investigated for Carm CT systems (25,26) and usually requires a digital model
of the device.
Most approaches for metal artifacts reduction in conventional
CT can be grouped into algorithms working in projection space
(27) or volume space (28). However, artifacts usually cannot be
removed completely and algorithms may not perform well for
relatively large metallic objects, including needles (28). Finally,
respiratory motion compensation techniques for CT-guided
procedures have been investigated and usually require additional
internal or external sensors or fiducials (29,30). In phantom
studies, an error of up to 2.9 mm has been measured for techniques based on optical tracking and deformation models (30).
Our study has several limitations. While the data for this
proof-of-concept study were obtained in live animal models,
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image processing was performed retrospectively offline. Realtime ULD CT fluoroscopic projections will require intraprocedural access to raw data, which will require partnering with a
CT manufacturer and development of dedicated real-time software. The current implementation requires approximately 2–3
seconds per frame for reconstruction and motion compensation.
Faster processing times could be achieved by using programming
languages suitable for high-performance applications or parallel processing. The presented doses are based on theoretical calculations and should be verified in a separate dosimetry study.
Additionally, to realize the proposed dose reduction for ULD
CT fluoroscopy, x-rays will need to be pulsed only at designated
angles. Current clinical scanners use continuous acquisition during the gantry rotation. We do not anticipate that this will be
a substantial technical barrier as early-generation scanners used
pulsed x-ray tubes with pulse widths of 1–4 msec and a nonoperating period of 12–15 msec between pulses, which could be
sufficient for the proposed approach (31), and dual-source CT
scanners could already be suitable for the proposed technique
(32). The gantry could be parked at a fixed projection angle and
longer pulses could be used, which might be possible with existing x-ray tubes.
In summary, in our feasibility study we present an ultra–lowdose (ULD) CT fluoroscopic method that could reduce intraprocedural radiation exposure for CT-guided procedures by up
to 500 times, while providing high spatial accuracy of the needle
as well as diagnostic image quality without metal artifacts. If the
proposed ULD CT fluoroscopic method is successfully translated into clinical use, the reduced radiation dose combined with
diagnostic-level image quality may improve patient and physician safety and enable new CT-guided interventions that require
large amounts of real-time CT imaging.
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